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ABSTRACT
The performance of an agent depends highly on its ability to adapt its methodologiesto solve
different problems,or to solve the sameproblemin different situations. Suchadaptations may(or
may not) change the external behavior of the agent. This paper introduces two adaptive
methodologiesthat utiliTed by intelligent agents for improvingtheir performance. In the first
methodology,the agent adapts existing knowledge-baseto fit different decision makingsituations.
Theagent restructure the knowledge-basewhenthe user requests informationor a decision that can
not be directly determined from the knowledge-base.The agent uses a set of cost functions and
other parametersto describe different decision makingsituations. Asimulatedair-travel database is
used to illustrate the adaptive methodology.Thesecondagent generates optimizedplans for obj.’ect
recognition. Thegoal of the agent is to recognizevisual objects in order to conductthe appropriate
actions. The agent should have manytools or classifiers, each utilizes different parameters or
recognizesdifferent characteristics of the objects. Initially, the agent generates a recognitionplan.
Then,it iteratively adjusts the plan until it satisfies a set of criteria that maximize
the recognition
rate. A set of real-world hand gesture imagesis used to illustrate the adaptive methodology.
key words: intelligent agent, machinelearning, decision tree, neural networks.
1. Introduction
Anagent is a machineor a system that accomplishes somethingthe user needed without knowing
howthe agent did it (Minsky,1994). Mostresearchers define agents as systems that interact with
the outside world. Anagent usually has a set of tasks to performfor the user. Thesetasks define
the scopeand limitations of the agent. Intelligent agents utilize inferential or complexcomputational
methodologiesto accomplishtheir tasks. Usually, the methodologiesadopted by the agent has no
relationship to the user satisfaction. Onlythe external actions of the agent are recognizedand may
be evaluated by the user.
External actions of an intelligent agent are usually projections of interior commands
determinedby
a system or an algorithm. Adaptationin intelligent agents can be categorized into three categories
based on the relationship betweenthe exterior and interior behaviors of the agent: 1) Internal
Adaptation--wherethe interior systems of the agent are adaptive, but its external actions do not
reflect any adaptive behavior (e.g., an agent mayoptimize its search algorithm every time it
performs a task, but it produces the sameoutput to the user); 2) External Adaptation--wherethe
interior systemsof the agent are not adaptive, but its external actions reflect adaptive behavior
(e.g., a robot uses a user’s feedback or runs a modelto determine the next action); 3) Complete
Adaptation--wherethe interior systems of the agent are adaptive and its external actions reflect
adaptive behavior (e.g., a robot that follows a plan and update the plan based on its observations).
Intelligent adaptive agents are defined, here, as systems that employsomeinferential or complex
computationalmethodologiesfor adapting a set of parameters, a knowledge-base,a representation
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space, a problemsolving technique, a course of actions, or other objects to successfully performa
given task. Intelligent adaptive agents can effectively improve manyapplication systems for
different domainsincluding military or strategic planning, mechanical control, interactive
multimedia,imageand voice recognition, etc.
This paper introduces two adaptive methodologiesfor improvingthe performanceof an agent. In
both methods,the agent is a programthat controls the input data, parameters, and sets of cost
functions to the learning system AQDT-2.
The agent has a set of criteria for solving a given task
(e.g., solving the problemwith the minimum
numberof classifiers, avoiding somecombinationof
attributes, etc.). Theagentstarts with the default setting of the system,then it adjusts iteratively the
data and/or the cost functionsto reach a better solution. After each iteration, the agent analyzesthe
output of the systemand stores the configurationof the best iteration.
The first methodologycan be used by an agent to adapt a knowledge-baseto fit different decision
makingsituations. Theagent generates a task that fits the decision makingsituation (the user’s
problem). Then, it adapts the representation and the content of its knowledge-baseto provide the
most suitable knowledgefor solving the user’s problem. Decision makingsituations or tasks are
described by sets of parameters and cost functions. The second adaptive methodologycan be
utilized by an agent to learn optimizedplans for object recognition. Themethodologyassumesthat
there are multiple systems (e.g., classifiers) for recognizing objects. o/an is a dir ected graph
where nodes maycontain actions and/or the systems or tools to perforin the actions; arcs may
represent different results of actions. A plan describes whether a classifier can be used for
recognition, or for determiningthe best classifier for recognizinga given object. Eachclassifier
wastrained to recognizedifferent aspects or characteristics of a set of objects.
Both methodologiescan support agents of the first and the third classes of adaptive agents (i.e.,
agents utilize internal adaptationonly or both internal and external adaptations). Externaladaptation
can be achieved by mappingthe results of each methodinto actions (e.g., open the door if the
object recognized, etc.). The agents in both methodsused the AQDT-2
system (Michalski & Imam,
1994) as a back-end system. An exampleof the first methodologywas presented using simulated
data of trips betweenWashingtonand Tokyo. Different scenarios were presented to illustrate how
the agent adapt its knowledge-baseto suit different decision makingsituations. Thesecond method
were illustrated by an exampledescribing the problemof object recognition. Manyclassifiers were
trained to recognizedifferent characteristics of visual objects. Theagent goal wasto optimize the
process of recognizing newobjects.
2. Related
Work
This section presents an overviewof research on adaptive systems and intelligent agents. The
research introduced in this section can be categorized into three categories: 1) restructuring
knowledge-bases;2) optimizing representation space; and 3) controlling multistrategy systems.
Brian Gaines (1994) introduced a methodfor transforming decision rules or decision trees into
exceptional decision structures. The methodbuilds an Exception Directed Acyclic Graph(EDAG)
from a set of rules or decision trees. Thealgorithmstarts by assigning either a rule, say R0, or a
conclusion, say CO,or both to the root node. If the algorithm assigns a conclusion to the root
node, it places that conclusion on a temporaryconclusion list. The algorithm, then, generates a
newchild node and add to it a newrule, say R1. Themethodevaluates the newrule R1, if the rule
satisfies the conclusion COin its parent node, the algorithm builds a newchild and repeats the
processes. Otherwise, if the rule R1 does not satisfy the conclusion CO,it changesthe temporary
memorywith the new conclusion C1 which is satisfied by the rule R0. The same process is
repeated until all rules that have common
conditions with the rule at the root are evaluated. The
methodthen creates a new child node from the root and repeat the process until all rules are
evaluated. In the decision structure, nodes containing rules only represent common
conditions to
all of its children.
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Another example of an agent that has capabilities to adapt its knowledgeis CAP(Calendar
APprentice) (Mitchell, et al, 1994). CAPassists the user in scheduling his/her calendar based
some background knowledge representing his/her own scheduling preferences. CAPis an
intelligent agent that learns rules from a set of examplesthat describe previous meetings. The
learning algorithm is applied to different sets of decision classes or features (e.g. duration of
meeting, location of a meeting, day of the week, and appropriate time for the meeting). CAP
acquires factual knowledgeabout each newattendee that appears on the calendar and uses this
knowledgelater to control the learned rules.
Examplesof other adaptive systems that optimize the representation space of a given problem
include the AQ17-DCI
(Bloedorn, et al, 1993), and others (e.g., RendeU& Seshu, 1990). These
approaches are very useful whenthe original representation space is inadequate for learning.
AQ17-DCI,
for example, searches the space of possible logical and mathematicalcombinations of
the original attributes, then it reformulates the given database using only those attributes which
improvesthe representation space.
In Multistrategy learning, one of the mainresearch issues is howand whena single strategy can be
used to successfully solve a given problem.Anexampleof an intelligent agent that searches for the
best inferential process to apply is MOBAL
(Morik, 1994). MOBAL
is a model for balancing the
cooperation between several learning algorithms for supporting the knowledgeengineers in
developing knowledge-basedsystems. Also, examples of adaptive systems that can modify their
knowledge-baseto accomplishdifferent tasks include: 1) systems that change the representation
and the content of the knowledge(e.g., the AQDT-2
system for learning task-oriented decision
structure from decision ruleswMichalski & Imam,1994); 2) systems that improvethe performance
of the learned knowledgewithout changing the representation (e.g., Baffes &Mooney,1993).
Brodley(1993) addressed the problemof automatically selecting one or morealgorithms or models
from amonga set of learning algorithms that will producethe best accuracy for a given task. A
modelclass selection (MCS)system is developedto learn a hybrid tree that classifies to determine
the best modelclass for each node. MCSuses a set of heuristic rules that describe the biases of
learning algorithms and learning representations to solve the given problem. Theserules represent
an informationguide in generating the hybrid tree.
Another example is the Copycat agent (Mitchell, 1993). Copycat was used to discover new
analogies in alphabetic letter strings. Copycatconsists of different agents that competewith one
another to find the strongest analogy. Anagent maysearch for analogyto the string "ss" as the first
and last letters are equal; another maysearch for similarity of the samestring as a repetition as it
appears in the string "aaxxsskk";a third agent maysearch for an analogy wherecharacters of that
string are successors to surroundingcharacters such as in "pqrsst". Copycatcan discover entirely
unpredictable analogies.

3.

The AQDT-2 System

The AQDT-2
system (Michalski & Imam,1994) learns task-oriented decision trees or structures
from decision rules or from examples. The AQDT’s
approach was motivated by the need to build a
learning and discovery system which can not only generate and store knowledge, but also can
effectively adapt this knowledgefor use in different decision makingsituations. A decision
tree/decision structure can be an effective tool for describing a decision makingprocess, as long as
all the required tests can be performedeasily, and the decision-makingsituations it was designed
for remain constant. Problems arise whenthese assumptions do not hold. For example, in some
situations, measuringcertain attributes maybe difficult or costly, a set of attributes are not of
interest to the decision makingprocess, etc. In such situations it is desirable to reformulate the
decision tree/structure so that the "inexpensive"attributes are evaluated first, and the "expensive"
attributes are evaluated only if necessary. A restructuring mayalso be desirable if there is a
significant changein the frequencyof different decisionsor attribute’s values.
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In the AQDT
methoda test is selected froman available set of tests based on a combinationof three
utility functions. Thesecriteria are: 1) disjointness, whichcaptures the effectiveness of the test in
discriminating amongdecision rules for different decision classes; 2) importance, which
determinesthe importanceof a test in the rules; and 3) value distribution, whichcharacterizes the
distribution of the test importanceover its of values. TheAQDT-2
uses a set of cost functions and
different parametersto represent different tasks.
The agents presented in this paper are systems that automatically adjust the cost functions of
AQDT,
set its parameters, or modifythe knowledge-baseto form a task. For example, the agent
mayadjust the cost of one or moreattributes or values of an attribute, combinesmultiple values
into one value, set different frequencies to the given decision classes, etc. Thefollowing simple
exampleillustrates the AQDT-2
system. Supposethere are three decision classes, C1, C2 & C3,
described by the mleset shownin Figure 1. Supposethat these rules constitute the initial ruleset
context. Table 1 presents information on these rules and the values of two of the four elementary
criteria computedby AQDT-2
for all attributes. For each class, the row marked"Values" lists
values occurringin the ruleset for this class. For evaluatingthe disjointness of an attribute, say A,
each rule in the ruleset above that does not contain attribute A is characterized as having an
additional condition [A=a v b ...], wherea, b, ... are all legal values of A.
{el

<=

{C2 <{C3 < =

, C1 <=
[xl=2] & [x2=2]
[xl=lv2]&[x2=3v4]
, C] <=
[xl=l] & [x2=l]
, C3 < =
Figure1: Rulesused for illustrating

[xl=3] & [x3=l v 3] & [x4=l] }
[xl=3]&[x3=lv2]&[x4=2]}
[xl--4] & [x3=2 v 3] & [x4=3] }
the algorithm.

Table1: Determining
valuesof the selection criteria for each attribute.

Therow"Class disjointness" specifies the class disjointness for each attribute. Theattribute xl has
the highest disjointness (11), and is assigned to the root of the tree. Fromthe rules shown
Figure 1, one can also determinedisjoint groupingsof attribute values. This is done as follows: 1)
determinefor each attribute the sets of values that the attribute takes in individual decision rules,
and removethose value sets that subsumeother value sets. The remainingvalue sets are assigned
to branches stemming from the node marked by the given attribute. For example, xl has the
followingvalue sets in the individual decision rules: {2}, {3}, { 1, 2}, { 1 }, and {4}. Valueset { 1,
2} is removedas it subsumes{2} and { 1 }. In this case, branchesare assigned individual values of
the domainof x 1. For attribute x2, the value sets are { 1 }, { 2 }, { 3,4 }, and { 1, 2, 3, 4 }. In this
case, branchesare assigned value sets: { 1 }, {2} and {3,4}.
Attribute xl ranks highest (as it has the highest disjointness), and is assigned to the root of the
tree. Four branches are created each one is correspondingto one of xl possible values. Since all
rules containing [xl=4] belong to class C3, the branch markedby 4 is assigned a leaf node with a
decision C3..Rules containing other values of xl belong to morethan one class. This process is
repeated for each subset of rules until the decision tree is completed. Figure 2a shows a
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conventional decision tree, and Figure 2b a compactdecision tree learned from these rules. For
combinationsof attribute values that do not lead to any leaf, the decision tree assigns no decision
("unknown"decision).
a) Decision Tree

b) Decision Structure

xl

xl

2
C~ C~ C~ C~ C~ ~ ~ C~.~

INo.

lexity
ofnodes:4

I

]No.of lear©s:9

I c°mplexity I
INo. ofnodes:4[
]I No.of leaves:7

Figure2" Decisiontree generatedfor the rules in Figure 1.

4. Examples of Adaptive Agents
4.1. Agents That Can Adapt Their Knowledge-Base
This subsection presents an adaptive methodologyfor optimizing knowledgefor different tasks.
The agent uses the learning system AQDT-2
(Michalski & Imam, 1994) to learn task-oriented
decision structures from rules. AQDT-2
utiliTes a set of cost functions and other parameters to
represent different tasks. Theagent is a programthat sets the cost functions and parametersof the
AQDT-2
system, runs the system, and stores information about each run. The agent iteratively
changes the cost functions until it obtains results that satisfy a set of criteria. Thepossible
evaluation criteria mayinclude one or combinationof the following: 1) the maximum
predictive
accuracy, 2) the minimumnumber of nodes, 3) the minimumnumber of levels, etc. Figure
showsan illustration of the adaptation process of the proposedagent.
Input: Aset of decision rules or examplesand description of one or moretasks.
Output:A situation-oriented decision structure/tree for each decision makingsituation.
Steo 1: For each decision makingsituation, the agent repeats steps 2 to 4.
~.te~: Theagent evaluatesall the attributes (using one of its criteria) and uses the cost functions
updatethe rankingof the attributes.
Stea 3: Theagent continuesthe process of learning decision structure/tree. It selects the top ranked
attribute, assigns it to a node, creates branchesequal to the numberof its values, and divides
the decision rules associated with this node into subsets each correspondsto one branch.
Stea 4: If the agent reaches a situation where non of the inexpensive attributes can be used for
further classifications of the decision rules at a certain node, the agent generates a leaf node
with all possible decisions at this node. Theagent can also determinea confidenceprobability
for each decision or solution.
Figure3: Descriptionof the adaptive algorithm.
~: This example presents an application of the adaptive methodologyto a travel agent. The
experiment uses a simulated travel database. The database is concerned with trips involving
multiple flights between two destinations (e.g., WashingtonD.C. and Tokyo). The agent deals
with six airline companies.Nonof the six companiesoffers a direct-flight trip betweenthe two
destinations. Eachsuccessful trip consists of twoor moreflights. Theagent can also sell tickets for
any flight starts from the first destination to any intermediate destinations. Theagent discovered
that the customer’spreferences can be summarized
by 8 attributes, Table 2. All possible trips from
Washingtonto Tokyowere split into two categories. The first category of trips labeled preferred
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(manycustomers requested these routes), while the rest of the data was labeled not-preferred.
Normally,the agent asks the customera set of questions to determinethe most appropriate flight.
In this paper, the agent will attempt to discover interesting combinationsthat of interest to the
customerin order to optimizethe process of finding a preferred trip for the customer.
Table 2: The set of attributes used in the experiments("i" : stands for the flight number).

yes
x< 1
yes
yes
all
no
TWA
one

no
l<x<3 3<x<6 6<x>10
no
no
games
music movie
allowed
CAL
Pan-AM United
more
none
two

x>10
none
KLM

JAL

The data wasgenerated using Mugglton’sprogram(lVlichie, et al, 1994). User’s preferences of
flight are describedin termsof attribute describing: 1) if it requires over night stay, 2) the average
waitingtime duringthe wholetrip, 3) if it is an over night flight, 4) if its frequentflight program
compatible with the customer’s program, 5) what kind of entertainment the airline company
provides, 6) if smoking is allowed, 7) the nameof the airline company,and 8) the number
mealsserved during the trip. Table2 describes these attributes and their possible values.
Theagent first learns a classification of preferred and non-preferred trips. Theagent uses the
descriptions of the preferred trips to assist the user in selecting the best trip. Figure 4 showsa
decision tree, obtained by AQDT-2,
that classifying preferred and non-preferred trips. Fromthis
decision tree, one can observe that preferred trips dependhighly on the airline company,and the
frequent-flight-mileage. The agent offers any newcustomer the preferred trips. If the customer
requires other options, then the agent presents him/herthe non-preferredtrips.
X27

Figure4: Adecision structure obtained by AQDT-2
in its default setting.
Adaptationis required wheneverthe user has a specific request that can not be answereddirectly by
the agent. For example,suppose that the customerwas interested in the frequent flight mileage
program.For this task, the agent assigns lower costs to all attributes representing the frequent
flight mileage in all flights, and runs the AQDT-2
system. Figure 5-a shows a decision tree
obtained by AQDT-2
for the given task. The agent’s best choice is to propose the customera trip
consisting of three flights, whereeither the third flight shouldbe on TWA,
or the first flight is not
aa overnightflight (e.g., short flight or one starts early in the morning).
Anotherexampleof an adaptive task is whenthe user requires aa overnight trip. In this case, the
agent assigns lower costs for all overnight flights. The agent runs AQDT-2
with the newtask.
AQDT-2learns the decision tree shown in Figure 5-b. Parts of this decision tree show
classifications of all trips whichinclude an overnightflight. All suchtrips consist of three flights.
ThesameFigure showsalso that there are four preferred waysfor a trip with an overnight flight,
two of whichhave two overnight flights.
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b) overnightflight
a) Frequent-flight mileage
Figure5: Examplesof adaptive situations.
A morecomplicatedscenario wouldbe, For example,if the customerasks for United airlines in as
manyflights as possible. Theagent defines lower costs for all attributes representing the airline
company,and assigns lower cost for the value "United"of these attributes (i.e., reducesthe cost of
the value 3 of attribute xtT). Theagent groupsall values representing other airline companiesinto
one value "~". The agent runs the AQDT-2
system with this newtask to obtain the decision tree in
Figure 6. Twopreferences weredeterminedby the agent. Thefirst has three trips and the third trip
is a Unitedflight. Thesecondhas four flights and requires staying over night. Note that the third
preferred nodemaymeanthat there are other trips wherethe first or the secondflight are served by
United airlines. To obtain moredetails about these trips, the agent is supposedto set the cost of
both attributes x~, x~7slightly higher and runs the AQDT-2
systemto obtain a decision tree for the
new task.

k

Xli

--

Figure6: Decisiontree describing user’s preference in Unitedflights.
4.2. Identification Agents
Anotherinteresting problemthat can benefit from the use of an adaptive agent is that of object
identification or recognition problem. Object recognition systems are widely used by federal
investigators to identify finger prints or facial images, companiesto recognizeidentification cards
and employeescodes, by medical labs to diagnosediseases, by robots to identify knownobjects or
surroundingenvironment,etc. Usually, the results of the recognition process are used to form a set
of decisions or actions. Imamand Gutta (1996) proposed an approach to improvethe recognition
of visual objects using adaptive methodology.This rest of this section presents howan agent may
use such approachfor performingdifferent tasks (e.g., security tasksmto allow the user to enter
whenmatchis occurred, etc.).
In order to justify the goals of the agent, this section will introducea brief description of the object
recognition approach proposedby Imamand Gutta (1996). To illustrate the approach, assumethat
an agent has a library of classifiers to recognizea set of objects. Eachclassifier can recognizethe
objects based on different set of characteristics. Theapproachis concernedwith determiningwhich
classifier the agent should chooseto obtain accurate recognition of a givenobject. In the approach,
the agent is not allowed to acquire any information about the testing object, but it can use any
numberof classifiers to recognizethat object. Theagent learns an optimizedplan to recognize any
given object. Theadaptation of the agent is done during the process of generating the optimized
plan. The plan should recognize all objects using the minimum
numberof classifiers. Accordingto
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the result of the recognition process, the agent is supposedto take an action (e.g., allow access to
somefacilities, allowpassage, etc.).
The agent uses the AQDT-2
programto create a complete plan for recognizing new objects. Two
actions can be taken at each step of the plan, either recognizeor select another classifier. Theplan
describes a sequenceof actions based on the maximum
value given by the classifier to a decision
class. Wheneverthe action is "recognize", the agent assigns the decision class with the maximum
value to the tested object. Theagent adapts the cost functions and the different parametersto obtain
the optimal plan. Figure 7 showsa brief description of the adaptive methodologyof the agent. The
algorithm stops after testing all intermediate nodes. This algorithmis not concernedwith building
the decision tree. However,it controls the processof learning decision trees.
Input:Aset of training examples(records of recognition) describedby a set of attributes
Output:A tree showsa set of optimizedplans of classifiers neededfor object recognition.
Step 1: Quantizeall attribute valuesin the records of recognition.
8te_-D 2: Specify the learning task for the agent (in this case, the decision structure should have
minimumnumberof classifiers and minimumnumberof levels).
(*) For eachattribute in the set A(i.e., classifier), repeat steps 3 and
Step 3: Set the cost for that attribute lower than all other attributes in the set A, and use AQDT-2
to
learn decisiontree.
Step 4: Save the attribute name,the numberof nodes, and numberof levels. Assign similar cost to
all attributes in set A.
Step 5: The attribute produced the minimumnumberof nodes and minimumnumberof levels, say
C, is permanentlyassigned the lowest possible cost amongthe attributes in set A.
Remove C from A.
For each branch stemmingfrom the node C, repeat steps 6 to 8.
Stet~ 6: Assigna copyof the attribute set Ato each branch.
Step 7: If the nodeconnectedto the branchis a leaf node, skip step 8.
Step 8: If the branchis connectedto a non-leaf node, go to (*).
Figure7: Description of the adaptive algorithmused by the agent.
FdgaRIR/g:This example was copied from the workby Imamand Gutta (1996). The results were
altered to fit the scope of this paper. The methodologywasapplied on a domainof hand gestures.
A total of 150 gestures representing 15 different gestures were obtained. Three different testing
combinations,each consisting of 9 cycles of two cross-fold methodwere used to test the approach.
In each combination,five different gestures were considered as one class of gestures (number11)
to increase the complexityof the experiment.
The AQDT-2
programwas modified to allow all nodes to contain actions in addition to the tested
attributes. Theagent generates a table of actions with their possible places. For example,in this
case there are two actions "Select" and "Recognize".The"Select" action is assigned to any internal
node. The"Recognize"action is assigned to leaf nodesonly. Thegoal of the adaptive process is to
maximizethe recognition rate of objects using the minimum
numberof classifiers. Figure 8 shows
a portion of the completeset of plans obtainedby the agent.
5. Summary and Conclusion
Thepaper introduced a preliminary frameworkfor the developmentof intelligent adaptive agents.
In this framework,intelligent adaptive agents were defined as systems or machinesthat employ
some inferential or complex computational methodologies for modifying or changing a set of
control parameters, a knowledge-base,a plan, a representation space, a problemsolving technique,
a course of actions (for the sameagent or for other agents), or other objects to successfully
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accomplisha given task. Usually, the results of any task are represented by external actions (i.e.,
can be seen or captured by the user). The frameworkclearly distinguishes between the external
actions of an agent and the problem solving methodologies used "internally" by the agent to
determinethese external actions¯
Select a
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I

Classifier #8
< 0.35
Recognize

~ 0.45
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I

Classifier #7
> 0.25 &~~>.85
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Figure8: Portion of a completeplan for recognizingvisual objects.
Intelligent adaptive agents were categorized, in this framework,into three groups based on the
relationship betweenthe external and internal behaviors of the agent. These categories are: 1)
Internal Adaptation--wherethe interior systemsof the agent are adaptive, but its external actions
do not reflect any adaptive behavior (e.g., an agent optimizes its search algorithm every time it
performs a task, but it produces the sameoutput to the user); 2) External Adaptation--wherethe
interior systems of the agent are not adaptive, but its external actions reflect adaptive behavior
(e.g., a robot uses a user’s feedback or runs a modelto determine the next action); 3) Complete
Adaptation--wherethe interior systems of the agent are adaptive and its external actions reflect
adaptive behavior(e.g., a robot that follows a plan and updatesthe plan based on its observations).
Adaptivebehaviorof an agent refers to the agent’s ability to accomplish:different tasks within the
scope of the agent functionalities, similar tasks within different environments,similar tasks within
similar environmentbut using different problem-solvingmethodology,etc.
The paper presented two adaptive methodologiesthat can support either the first or the third
categories of adaptive agents. The agent in both cases is a programcontrolling one or moreother
systems. Theagent utilizes a set of parameters,cost functions, and other data structures to perform
the adaptive process. Thefirst agent, a knowledge-optimizeragent, adapts existing knowledgeto
fit different decision makingsituations. Theagent changesrepeatedly the cost functions to simulate
different decision makingsituations. For each situation, the agent runs the AQDT-2
programand
stores informationabout the results. Theagent uses different criteria to evaluate these results to
determine the best solution. The output of such methodologycan be mappedto different external
actions (e.g., reserve a ticket on flight number534 on TWA,
print a hotel accommodation
form for
one night) and/or other internal actions (e.g., ask the hotel agencyto reserve a one night for the
current customer).
The second agent adapts plans for recognizing visual object. It generates dynamic plans for
utilizing a set of systemsor classifiers for recognizingvisual objects. Thegoal of the agent is to
determine the best classifier for recognizinga given object without knowingany informationabout
that object. Theagent uses also a set of cost functions and data structures to optimize the plans.
Plans generated by the agent describe different phases of the process of recognizing objects. This
methodologycould be applied to manyapplications and the recognition results can be mappedinto
manydifferent external actions (e.g., security actions, access to bankingaccounts, sign language,

etc.)
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